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Publishable Summary
The Publishable Summary (Appendix 1) remains the same as the one presented in
the Period 2 Report.

Work Package Update
Work Package 2: Security, Privacy and Audit
WP2: Project objectives for the period
The primary objective of WP 2 is to determine how to make analytics available in a
timely manner without compromising confidentiality.
Changes were made to this work package following the first year review meeting, and
the scope of the work package reduced.
The objectives of the fifth halfyear of the project were:
● to extend PostgreSQL with optional auditing features
WP2: Work progress and achievements during the period
T2.1 Row Level Security (RLS) in PostgreSQL
Completed and Reported in RP2.
T2.2 Prepare SEPostgreSQL MAC for RLS
Cancelled RP2.
T2.3 Auditing in PostgreSQL
Some further work has been done to assist an external developer who contributed
enhancements to the open source version, plus work on moving this feature to
commit within PostgreSQL core repository for version 9.5.
T2.4 Map HL7v3, OpenEHR, SNOMEDCT onto SELinux/SEPostgreSQL
Completed and Reported in RP2.
T2.5 Create a Medical Security Policy Generator
Cancelled RP2.
T2.6 Visual Analytics and High Security
Cancelled RP2.
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Work Package 3: Scalability Engineering
WP3: Project objectives for the period
The objective of this work package is to innovate, design and implement different
kinds of SQL queries on multicores, heterogeneous manycores and clouds in order
to determine how to execute queries efficiently on these environments.
M25  M30 activity has focused on:
● Evaluating performance (M25M36)
● Augmenting the set of queries covered, optimize with JIT (M25M36)
WP3: Work progress and achievements during the period
T3.1 Dynamic Compilation and Optimization SQL Searches
GPU Offload Engine
Based on the recommendation of the reviewers (see second period review) we have
refocused on JIT compilation of queries for GPUs and related execution engines.
We have developed a prototype plugin for PostgreSQL that enables the offloading
of queries to GPUs by dynamically generating and compiling OpenCL kernels. The
advantage of this approach is that queries are processed with highly tuned code.
The offload plugin is part of MuraDB (see deliverable D3.2) which is a set of
experimental plugins for PostgreSQL being developed as part of AXLE at the
University of Manchester.
We are relying on a FDW (Foreign Data Wrapper) to provide column storage as
PostgreSQL currently lacks columnar storage. Column storage is important for
performance on GPUs as it eliminates the need for strided memory access on GPUs.
Strided memory access on GPUs drastically reduces the effective memory
bandwidth[1]. The main disadvantage of FDWbased plugins is that PostgreSQL
currently supports only scanning with FDWs. Hence our engine is limited to scans
only. However, we are exploring ways to go beyond scans. We are also tracking the
development of PostgreSQL column store, which is going on in parallel, so that the
offload engine would easily integrate with the column store when completed.
The design of the offload engine is simple. During query planning, PostgreSQL asks
the offload engine for the cost of performing a scan. If the boolean expression for the
scan is supported and cost returned is less that using PostgreSQL’s scan, then the
scan is offloaded for processing on the GPU. Offloading involves walking the query
plan tree and extracting information needed to execute the scan on the GPU. Using
the extracted information, a custom and specialized OpenCL kernel that would
30 Month Interim Project Report v1.0
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perform the scan on the GPU is generated automatically. This kernel is then compiled
to native code using the GPU driver. Currently, we only support integers data types
but we are working on extending support to other data types such as char. Our
engine offloads tuples to the GPU in small chunks. This allows for the possibility of
executing a single scan over multiple devices.
We compare the execution of a simple query on our offload engine against
PostgreSQL. The test database has 1.6 million tuples and was created as shown
below:
CREATE FOREIGN TABLE customer_reviews
(
customer_id TEXT,
review_date DATE,
review_rating INTEGER,
review_votes INTEGER,
review_helpful_votes INTEGER,
product_id CHAR(10),
product_title TEXT,
product_sales_rank BIGINT,
product_group TEXT,
product_category TEXT,
product_subcategory TEXT,
similar_product_ids CHAR(10)[]
)
SERVER cstore_server

The simple test query is:
EXPLAIN ANALYZE SELECT
customer_id, review_date, review_rating, review_votes,
product_title
FROM
customer_reviews
WHERE
review_rating = 5 and review_votes = 300;

30 Month Interim Project Report v1.0
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Figure 1: Offloading to GPU can lead to a 5X improvement in execution time
Figure 1 shows that our prototype is 5X faster than native PostgreSQL on the test
data. Table 1 shows the platform used in producing the result in Figure 1.
CPU

Intel Xeon CPU E31245 8 cores @ 3.30GHz

GPU

AMD Firepro v4900 490 cores @ 800MHz

Main Memory

16 GB DDR3

GPU Memory

1GB GDDR5

GPU PCIe

Gen 2.0  16 Lanes

Table 1: The platform used in execution.
References
[1]Mark Harris, How to Access Global MemPCIory Efficiently in CUDA C/C++ Kernels.
http://devblogs.nvidia.com/parallelforall/howaccessglobalmemoryefficientlycudackernels/

Query Performance Prediction
During the last reporting period we have spent some time examining different
Machine Learning methods for Query Performance Prediction. A number of different
techniques have appeared in the literature each using slightly different sets of input
features, all with the aim of taking a final Query Plan and predicting its execution time
on a given system. This prediction could be extremely useful for users and
30 Month Interim Project Report v1.0
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administrators to plan and schedule queries but also forms the basis of augmenting
the planning itself as we will discuss below.
In general, the methods in the literature avoid using the cost function that is built in to
PostgreSQL because it is well known to be inaccurate and to not even have a linear
correlation with the execution time. Therefore, complex methods appear in the
literature requiring the collection of numerous input features and expensive
computation to build predictive models. However, the cost function itself is already
complex and is based on significant information, some of which is not directly
available outside the planner. It therefore seems a waste to ignore it.
We therefore considered whether the cost estimate did, in fact, contain useful
information with regards to Query Performance Prediction. We know that there is no
linear relationship between the cost of a plan node and its execution time but there
may be nonlinear relationships. We therefore compared two nearestneighbour
regression methods: one that appears in the literature using complex input features
[2] and a simple one using only the cost estimate.
The method that appeared in the literature took a set of input features and applied
Kernel Canonical Component Analysis (KCCA) to translate that set of features to a
smaller dimension for use with nearestneighbour regression. Unfortunately, we could
not find a stable implementation of KCCA but we did find a stable implementation of
Canonical Component Analysis (CCA) which is similar enough for our purposes.
We compared the Mean Absolute Percentage Error of predicting a query’s execution
time using CCAbased and a costbased nearestneighbour regression. Our
experiments were against a standard 10GB TPCH benchmark and a skewed version
of the same size. The results are shown in Table 2.

CostBased NearestNeighbour

CCABased Nearest Neighbour

k

Uniform TPCH

Skewed TPCH

Uniform TPCH

Skewed TPCH

3

1.31%

6.44%

1.97%

7.27%

5

1.50%

6.63%

2.18%

7.92%

7

1.63%

6.49%

2.47%

7.51%

9

1.78%

6.31%

2.49%

7.38%

Table 2: Prediction Accuracy of CostBased versus CCABased Nearest Neighbour
Regression
30 Month Interim Project Report v1.0
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The results show that the costbased approach is slightly more accurate than the
more complex CCAbased method. This shows that the cost estimate, although it is
only a single number, does contain significant information that does relate to the
execution time of a plan. Therefore, in future prediction methods, the cost should not
be ignored as it is currently.
It is also worth noting that a costbased approach saves significant memory and time
over the more complex method. To use the costbased method we only need to store
two values per query in our training data. To use the CCAbased method (as
explained in the literature) we have to store two sets of data, one of which must
contain approximately 50 pieces of data per query.
There is also the question of training time. For the costbased approach there is no
training and only the time to identify 
k
nearestneighbours which can be done in
logarithmic time if the data is sorted (which can be done with logarithmic time inserts).
By contrast, the CCAbased method requires more time to train the more training
data there is. Figure 2 below shows that the training time increased exponentially with
the size of the training data which suggests that this approach does not scale.

Figure 2: The training time of CCA is exponential in the number of rows
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The results from this work have been compiled into a research paper entitled “Query
Performance Prediction Using the Planner’s Cost” which is currently undergoing
internal review and is expected to be submitted for publication by early June 2015.
Augmenting the Planner
A second part of our work has been on applying Machine Learning to augment the
planner. We have been working to better integrate our work into PostgreSQL in the
hope that we can stimulate further research into this crucial area.
As we have mentioned above, the planner’s cost estimate is widely recognised to be
inaccurate and to not even bear a linear relationship with execution time. Although
the parameters can be altered for a specific machine there is disagreement about
whether the model itself is appropriate [3]. We are augmenting the planner’s cost with
machine learning but we recognise that there are numerous approaches that can be
taken to improving the cost estimate.
Therefore, after discussion with 2ndQuadrant, we decided to implement a series of
hooks into PostgreSQL that will enable developers and researchers to investigate
alternative cost estimation methods without making further changes to PostgreSQL.
Our hope is that these hooks can be accepted into the main PostgreSQL distribution
and will stimulate further research, thereby giving AXLE a legacy that lives well
beyond the lifetime of the project.
So far we have successfully implemented and tested the hooks and used them to
augment the planner. We have experimental results showing that the hooks can be
used to influence the plan and change the chosen plan. However, we have not yet
been successful in finding the appropriate mix of training data and machine learning
technique that enables an improvement in final plan.
This is a complex and timeconsuming task since the number of choices of potential
plan is very large and we have to add both good and bad plans to training data. Bad
plans can, unfortunately, result in queries that take hours to execute meaning that
progress is slow. Nevertheless, we are confident that we will be able to show
improved execution time by the end of the project.
References
[2] 
Ganapathi, Archana, et al. "Predicting multiple metrics for queries: Better decisions enabled by
machine learning." Data Engineering, 2009. ICDE'09. IEEE 25th International Conference on. IEEE,
2009.
[3] Wu, Wentao, et al. "Predicting query execution time: Are optimizer cost models really unusable?."
Data Engineering (ICDE), 2013 IEEE 29th International Conference on. IEEE, 2013.
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T3.2 Outboard Sort with GPUs
Cancelled, please see RP2.

T3.3 Autopartitioning
Completed and Reported in RP2
T3.4 Column Store (formerly) Bitmap indexing and GPUs
We have started by defining system catalogs and internal structures for the Column
Store API, and we have also implemented an early proofofconcept column store to
verify the API design. We expect to review the API design and continue with the
implementation, possibly reusing parts of the proofofconcept column store.

T3.5 Production Features for Mixed Workload
No changes in this period.

T3.6 Very Large Database Requirements
AXLE is looking to provide additional performance by using PostgresXL, an open
source, PostgreSQL based, ACID compliant, scalable MPP cluster. It supports
clusterwide consistency by using an external Global Transaction Manager which
provides global transaction identifiers and global multiversion concurrency control
(MVCC) snapshots. PostgresXL supports both OLTP and OLAP workloads with
builtin MPP parallelism. More information about the project can be found at the
project website 
http://www.postgresxl.org/
The current release of PostgresXL is based on 9.2 stable release of PostgreSQL
which is three and a half years old. As part of the AXLE project, we are now rebasing
PostgresXL code all the way up to PostgreSQL 9.5, starting on 1 April 2015. Since
the 9.5 release is at least a few months away, and also to reduce complexity of the
merge process, we decided to first merge up to 9.4 and then catch up with 9.5. This
work is progressing very well and as per the schedule at this point. We have merged
the code with 9.4, resolved the merge conflicts and fixed compilation issues arising
from the merge process. We are currently doing some sanity testing and fixing bugs
found during the process. All of these changes are currently in a private repository,
but we will soon be moving them to a public repository for everyone to test. We
30 Month Interim Project Report v1.0
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expect test results to be part of the work of T6.4 in the next 6 months.

T3.7 Online Upgrade
Online Upgrade leverages the logical decoding infrastructure to upgrade the major
version of PostgreSQL without downtime. The implementation is in the form of an
extension which can be installed just for upgrade and removed afterwards, or can be
used for long term replication. This task is now complete as the extension is able to
upgrade the PostgreSQL version 9.4 to current development branch of 9.5. A
demonstration was made at the PostgreSQL conference in Paris (11 March 2015).
The extension has been released under the same license as PostgreSQL and is
available from the PostgreSQL git server.

T3.8 Subsystem Tuning
Completed and reported in RP2. The features previously produced have been
committed into PostgreSQL in this period and will appear in version 9.5. Additional
work in this area will occur in the next 6 months as more test results appear.

T3.9 Optimizer Enhancements
Optimizer enhancements include two kinds of improvements. Firstly, we have
improved the optimizer to consider pieces of information that are already available,
but were not yet used when planning queries. Secondly, we are extending the
database so that it collects additional information about correlations between
columns, and using this new information for more accurate query planning.
An example of the first category is extending the optimizer so that it considers foreign
key constraints when planning queries. PostgreSQL already tracks this information so
that it can enforce the constraints, but it was not directly used in query planning. We
have extended the optimizer so that it uses this information when estimating the
cardinality of the join results, to get more accurate estimates. We expect this to
improve estimation of multicolumn joins (e.g. TPCH query 9). The first version of
this improvement was submitted to PostgreSQL.
The goal of the second category is about extending the statistics collection and
estimation with information about correlations between columns. We have
implemented multivariate (multicolumn) statistics, so that the users can choose
combinations of columns to build the statistics on (ALTER TABLE ADD
STATISTICS), build them using the usual ANALYZE / autoanalyze methods, and the
30 Month Interim Project Report v1.0
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system then automatically uses them when estimating the cardinalities/ selectivities.
We have implemented two kinds of statistics  MCV (mostcommon value) lists and
multidimensional histograms, directly extending the existing statistics in PostgreSQL,
and we will consider adding other types of statistics with no counterparts in
singlecolumn cases. This patch was submitted to PostgreSQL project.

30 Month Interim Project Report v1.0
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Work Package 4: Advanced Architectures
WP4: Project objectives for the period
The overall WP4 objective is to investigate and to propose advanced hardware
architectures that can accelerate and facilitate the design of database management
systems.
The following section describes the activity done in the past 6 months in order to
complete the deliverable that are due in M36 for (i) novel vector operations (T4.3), (ii)
query acceleration using FPGAs (T4.3) and (iii) emerging memory technologies
(T4.5).
WP4: Work progress and achievements during the period
T4.1 Characterize the DBMS execution and describe the potential hardware
extensions
Completed and reported in RP1.

T4.2 Acceleration with novel vector operations
The hash join, sorting and aggregation implementations are complete, as mentioned
in the RP2 report. Next, the McPAT simulator will be integrated to our vector
processor in order to obtain detailed power results for our final deliverable in M36.
T4.3 Accelerating database queries using FPGAs
We have implemented a novel hash join engine that improves the performance of
earlier work. Our main contribution is employing an efficient caching technique for
hash joins, which effectively hides the latency of accessing RAM. The proposed
engine was used to process relevant join kernels in TPCH queries. Our experimental
results show that the proposed technique enables us to accelerate hash collisions, by
employing an efficient cache made out of unused Block RAM resources of FPGAs.

30 Month Interim Project Report v1.0
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Figure 3. Hash join implementation
Cached vs. Baseline Engines: To analyse the usefulness of cache, we compared our
version with a baseline hardware engine that doesn’t apply caching, on 4 TPCH
benchmark queries using 1GB, 10GB and 100GB sizes. The maximum speedup is
measured to be up to 17.1x for different benchmarks. The performance of the cached
version is dependent on the hit rate of cache and also on the number of cache
lookups. For instance, the maximum speedup is measured for q1210G, because for
this query there is a large number of cache lookups (51M) and its hit rate is 100%. It
means that for this query, the cache is utilized perfectly. In contrast, as can be seen
in Figure 3, generally for 100G dataset, the speedup of the cached version over the
baseline version is not that high. Some large benchmarks can have a large number of
cache collisions, so they can’t fit in our cache. Using better hash functions would
ease this problem.

30 Month Interim Project Report v1.0
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Figure 4: Experimental results for the hash join engine vs baseline (log scale)
The performance of the cached hash join engine is highly dependent on the hit rate of
the cache. We leave the analysis of different cache replacement techniques for future
research. Additionally we believe that using some techniques like prefetching and
reordering, the collision rate can be decreased which is in our future plan to
investigate.
An earlier version of this work was presented as a poster in the FCCM 2015
conference at the end of April 2015. We are in the process of trying to publish it as a
full paper in another top conference. Furthermore, the work on running full queries
using the Vivado HLS tool (included in the RP2 report) was presented as a poster in
the FPGA 2015 conference. Similarly we are looking into publishing that work as a
full paper.
A separate line of work is on targeting the Terasort benchmark. For this, we are
implementing a divide and conquer method. We first partition the input data into 1024
distinct sets using randomly selected pivots, as in bucketsort. We later sort all the
individual partitions, which individually will fit in RAM. For this, we have adapted our
linear sorter to also do partitioning of the dataset and additionally to work with 10B
keys + 90B data. We are currently building a singlenode prototype using 1 FPGA. It
will be used to quickly sort 0.5  4 TB of (Terasort) data.
Another line of work in progress is the integration with a PostgreSQL API. A
preliminary version that targets the filtering of data using custom scans will be ported
to use FPGAs by the end of June.
T4.4 A simulation platform for the emerging memory technologies
Completed and reported in RP2.

30 Month Interim Project Report v1.0
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T4.5 Emerging memory technologies: NonVolatile RAM Memory and 3D stacking
This task aims to investigate potential performance improvements to be had using
emerging memory technologies, as well as, DBMS simplifications that can be done
due to the addition of nonvolatile memories (NVM), leading to simpler and higher
performance systems.
Prior reports have shown the current performance bottlenecks using performance
counters, showing that the memory hierarchy of the system is the bottleneck. In
particular, the high latency that has to be paid to access the external DRAM memory
can account for more than 50% of the execution time. In addition, we also developed
and validated the simulator infrastructure and included an initial implementation of an
stateoftheart DRAM cache proposal. In the M25 to M30 time frame efforts have
been focused on continuing work on the 3D stacking front.
The implemented blockbased stateoftheart DRAM cache, based on the Alloy
Cache proposal, has been improved and results have been validated with those
published by the authors [1]. In addition, we have also implemented a pagebased
design, Unison Cache [2], so that we can compare our novel design with both block
and page based stateoftheart designs.
Blockbased designs use a directly mapped (no associativity) data layout, so that
consecutive bocks (cache lines) are stored in adjacent positions in a DRAM row,
obtaining good data locality at the cost of no associativity. On the other hand,
pagebased designs implement associativity by splitting a DRAM row into a number
of chunks of, for example, 1KB (cache page size). This trades off data locality, which
is reduced to the size of the page size, to have associativity.
We propose to use a DRAM cache architecture that implements associativity at bank
level rather than at row level, as previous proposals did. This allows associativity to
be implemented in both block and page designs while having data locality across the
entire DRAM row, hence maximizing data locality while maintaining associativity.
Additional benefits are expected with this design, such as a better row buffer hit ratio.
This is due to lower interference in the row buffer because now data allocation in the
cache can happen in different banks and row buffer conflicts may be avoided by
applying a certain replacement policy.
We have implemented the described DRAM cache architecture in the simulation
infrastructure and an initial set of results has been gathered. A paper is being written
as a result of this work and will be ready for submission in the following weeks.
References
[1] M. K. Qureshi and G. H. Loh, “Fundamental Latency Tradeoffs in Architecting DRAM Caches” in
MICRO, 2012.
[2] D. Jevdjic, G. Loh, C. Kaynak, and B. Falsafi, “Unison Cache: A Scalable and Effective DieStacked
DRAM Cache” in MICRO, 2014.
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Work Package 5: Visual Analytics
WP5: Project objectives for the period
The objective in WP5 is to explore the techniques for visual analysis of large volume
data and to provide working prototypes of a practical implementation.
The focus in this period was on
● implementing and testing Remote Orange
● implementation of Orange widgets within the new framework, both as a test of
the framework and to have a complete reimplementation of Orange by the end
of AXLE
● debugging and optimizing.
In this report, we give only a short overview of the work. Details are available in the
deliverables (D5.4 and D5.5) submitted at M30.
WP5: Work progress and achievements during the period
T5.1. Integration between Orange and PostgreSQL
Completed and reported in RP1.
Additional work was done in this period to implement sampling of tables in
PostgreSQL. We implemented SQL Standard TABLESAMPLE clause with the
BERNOULLI and SYSTEM sampling methods. These allow limiting the number of
returned rows from a table to a sample percentage of total rows. In addition to this,
our TABLESAMPLE clause implementation allows for user defined sampling
methods. Depending on the implementation of the sample method the I/O required to
return the result can be significantly reduced in exchange for some loss of precision.
We provided example sampling methods based on linear probing which can be
limited by exact number of rows and the scan time respectively.
The TABLESAMPLE clause is currently ready for commit to PostgreSQL and is
expected to appear in PostgreSQL version 9.5. Importantly, this work now includes
“time based sampling” allowing data visualization queries to specify an elapsed time
goal, guaranteeing results in real time though at reduced accuracy.
T5.2 Adaptation of standard visualizations for large datasets
Completed and reported in RP2.
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T5.3. Intelligent visualization algorithms for very large data bases
Completed and reported in RP2.
T5.4. Interactive data exploration in server based architecture
This task was completed in M30 and the corresponding report has been submitted on
Apr 30, 2015.
We defined and implemented a framework for data exploration in which the data is
kept on a remote server and is processed there, while at the same time it allows the
user to interact with the tool in a similar fashion as with the existing desktop tools. In
particular, we developed a remote version of Orange in which the code is executed
on the server and returns proxy objects that mimic the functionality of the
corresponding objects of the standard Orange. Proxy objects can be used in further
computation, thus allowing for “semilazy evaluation”, in which only the actions that
involve showing actual results to the user require waiting for the computation to
complete.
A paper describing the developed framework, along with a more general review of
similar systems, has been accepted, pending minor revisions, to 
WIREs Data Mining
and Knowledge Discovery
.
T5.5. Dataflow visual analytic tools for large data bases
This task was scheduled to complete in M30; the corresponding report has been
submitted on Apr 30, 2015.
This task represented the bulk of our activity in the last six months. This included
finishing the general API for interaction with the database, implementing the middle
layer that provides scripting access to the database, and porting the widgets from the
previous version of Orange. The progress is visible on the GitHub repository
https://github.com/biolab/orange3
.
In the following six months we will continue implementing new widgets within the
framework designed in Orange. We plan to reimplement the entire functionality of the
old version of Orange by the end of the project.
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Work Package 6: Evaluation on Real Data
WP6: Project objectives for the period
The main objective for WP6 is to evaluate all techniques developed as part of the
AXLE project against real or very realistic data.
The objectives for this halfyear were:
● evaluation testing
WP6: Work progress and achievements during the period
T6.1 Set up and run evaluation environment
As reported in the Period 1 report (submitted December 2013), two evaluation
environments have been set up  Barcelona and Manchester. Baseline testing has
been completed and benchmark documentation produced, although we expect this to
be a living document with changes made as necessary during the project.

T6.2 Synthetically expand and anonymize the Portavita data
Deliverable 6.2 was submitted PM6, but following recommendations from the first
year review, further work was done in RP2.
Documentation
In the last period we focused on summarizing the work done in the past two years for
the dataset generator, performing performance measurements and validation of the
synthetic data, and finally providing a thorough documentation. This document, which
was sent to the reviewers in February 2015, covers the most important aspects of the
dataset generator.
We start by introducing the way data is structured originally in Portavita and describe
the techniques used for creating models out of them. Then, we describe the process
of synthetic data generation and give an overview of the data contained in the
resulting dataset.
Is the synthetic dataset representative of the original one? To validate the generated
synthetic dataset we visualized data with the Orange toolkit. For a small set of
observation types, such as systolic vs. diastolic blood pressure, wellbeing vs.
frequency of exercise, we show the distribution of the values from both the original
and the synthetic dataset. We use different kinds of plots available in Orange to
compare discrete and continuous data.
The final part of the document is dedicated to performance evaluation. We measured
the time to generate and store datasets of different sizes. In the document we provide
a description of the different processes involved, from the generation of CDA
documents to the transformation and storage in the database.
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www.portavitabenchmark.com
We created www.portavitabenchmark.com to present the work conducted in the
context of the dataset generator.
VLDB 2015
We submitted an extended abstract (poster) in the Industrial Track of VLDB 2015.
This extended abstract summarizes the documentation of the dataset generator as
reported above.
T6.3 Benchmark result framework/web access
Deliverable 6.3 was submitted PM12.

T6
.4
Evaluation Testing

In the reporting period partners continued with evaluations. A plan for the final six
months of the project has been drawn up with a reality check with 3 TB datasets to
evaluate the possibility to upgrade to 10 and 30 TB or the necessity to downgrade to
the 100 GB datasets.
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Work Package 7: Exploitation and Dissemination
WP7: Project objectives for the period
During this period, as throughout the project, efforts in WP7 are to raise awareness of
the project and its results, and to investigate opportunities to exploit this opportunities
to ensure a lasting legacy for the AXLE project.
WP7: Work progress and achievements during the period
T7.1. Dissemination & technology transfer strategy definition
Completed and reported in Period 1.

T7.2. Press releases
The dissemination strategy document outlined an expectation of press releases every
six months dependent on results. No press releases were distributed during this
period as work in all areas is ongoing.

T7.3. Dissemination tools
Deliverable 7.3 was submitted in PM6, and further work to the website was described
in the RP2 annual report.

T7.4. Partner dissemination
As the project has more results to offer, dissemination has increased as the project
has progressed with papers and presentations being the main focus in this period.
Blogs

Blogging has decreased in this period as developers focus on papers and
presentations.
Virtual Networks

Although the Consortium had hoped to used this tool to a greater extent in RP3,
following investigation and membership of several big data groups, it was decided not
to actively progress these networks, but rather participate in existing groups on an
adhoc basis.
Presentations and Publications

2ndQuadrant has continued to attend and present AXLE contributions at several
PostgreSQL events since October 2014:
● PGConf Russia 6  7th February 2015
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○ http://en.pgconf.ru/#schedule
○ Simon Riggs  “Future of PostgreSQL”
● PGConf US 25  27th March 2015
○ http://www.pgconf.us/2015/event/89/
○ Simon Riggs  “PostgreSQL Performance Presentation (9.5devel
edition)”
● PGDay Paris 21st April 2015
○ https://www.postgresql.eu/events/schedule/pgdayparis2015/
○ Petr Jelinek  “PostgreSQL Online Upgrades and Maintenance”
○ Simon Riggs  “PostgreSQL, the world's most advanced database”
In addition Mark Wong, performance specialist with 2ndQuadrant, has presented
AXLE results in “PostgreSQL Performance Presentation (9.5devel edition)” at three
conferences in the United States during this period:
● Scale 13x 19th  22nd February 2015
○ http://www.socallinuxexpo.org/scale/13x/schedule/thursday
● San Francisco PGDay 10th March 2015
○ http://sfpostgres.org/pgdaysf2015/
● LinuxFest NorthWest 25  26th April 2015
○ http://linuxfestnorthwest.org/2015/sessions/postgresqlperformancepre
sentation95develedition
BSC presented a paper at HPCA 2015 (7th  11th February 2015)
● VSR Sort: A Novel Vectorised Sorting Algorithm and Architecture Extensions
for Future Microprocessors
○ http://darksilicon.org/hpca/?page_id=53
and a poster at FPGA 2015 22nd  24th February 2015
● Accelerating Complete Decision Support Queries Through HighLevel
Synthesis Technology
○ http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2689151
○ http://www.eecs.ucf.edu/isfpga/
Portavita worked on two papers explaining the working of the Dataset (Portavita
Benchmark: A Dataset Generator for Healthcare {1}) and one on the privacy and
security in the healthcare (Privacy and security for analytics on healthcare data {2}).
Portavita submitted an extended abstract “ Portavita Benchmark: a Dataset
Generator for Health Care Data’ to the VLDB 2015 congress (31st August  4th
September 2015), and will hear the decision on whether or not they will present at the
conference by the end of May 2015.
Websites

To present the work done on the dataset and security Portavita built a website
(
www.portavitabenchmark.com
). The Portavita Benchmark contains the following
properties / components, that make it suitable for a wide range of applications:
1. 47 Clinical Models with over 900 kinds of observations 
a

{1}, p32
2. Patient Consent synthetic data 
{2}, p17

3. Statistical structure based on models of real data 
{1}, p12
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4. Generates structured and unstructured data (text blobs)
5. 1 TB/hour XML generator 
{1}, p20

6. Entity Resolution
7. Management Reporting benchmark queries
8. Analytics benchmark queries
9. Access control use cases for privacy 
{2}

10. Prosecutor reidentification risk calculation 
{2}, p26

and
query 22

11. Built on ISO 21090 Healthcare Datatypes with JSON
The much anticipated “
PostgreSQL 9 Administration Cookbook  Second Edition
” has
been released and has dedicated part of its introduction to the AXLE project.

Figures 5 and 6: PostgreSQL 9 Administration Cookbook
Exploitation

Portavita
Portavita used the insights developed by the AXLE project and became a member of
the HL7 Security Working group.
The insights developed on privacy and security (deidentification for instance), CDA
generations (done for the dataset generator) and data lake architectures have been
used in opportunities for personal health records and virtual research environments in
the US and the Netherlands. These have been used for three Horizon 2020
proposals (call PHC 25 and 28).
The insights developed with Orange have been used for the development of a new
Portavita product “BI explorer”  a reporting tool for the customers of the Disease
management system.
Membership of the HL7 security workgroup: our team presented the security findings
of the project to the HL7 security work group and became a member of the work
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group.

UNIMAN
In Year 2, University of Manchester disclosed IP for hardware memory controllers to
UMIP (University of Manchester Intellectual Property 
http://umip.com/
). The
disclosure refers to a hardware proposal to avoid Row Hammer effects in memory
(reliability and security implications). This engagement with UMIP has continued.
UMIP financed the filing of a patent and paid for a consultant to conduct commercial
analysis of the idea. The conclusion of the analysis recommended the patenting.
Thus, in Year 3 we are reporting the submission of the patent plus market analysis. In
addition, UMIP has assigned Dr Simon Clarke (commercialisation manager) to help in
the next phases of commercialisation.
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Work Package1: Coordination and Management
The overarching objective of WP1 is to provide efficient operational management
support to ensure the project delivers on its scientific and technical objectives.
WP1: Work progress and achievements during the period
In terms of project coordination and management, this sixmonth period has been
mostly concerned with reporting and facetoface progress meetings.
● There have been six monthly GA teleconferences and one facetoface GA
(Barcelona, May 2015)
● The Period 2 Report was delivered (after several attempts), accepted and
payments received by the Consortium
● All partners attended the Period 2 Review Meeting in Luxembourg (December
2015)
Project management during the period
● There have not been any changes to the consortium within this period
● There have been no changes to legal status.
Problems which have occurred and how they were solved or envisaged solutions
● Resourcing has remained an issue throughout the project, but is being
managed by the partners and project outcomes have not been adversely
affected.
Project meetings, dates and venues
● Month 25 Conference Call,18th November 2014, powwownow
● Month 26 Conference Call, 16th December 2014, powwownow
● Month 27 Conference Call, 20th January 2015, powwownow
● Month 28 Conference Call, 17th February 2015, powwownow
● Month 29 Conference Call, 17th March 2015, powwownow
● Month 30 Conference Call, 21st April 2015, powwownow
● Facetoface 
GA, 78th May 2015, BSC Barcelona
Project planning and status
● Scientific work is progressing well in all work packages.
● Dissemination is ongoing, focusing on presentations at various European and
International conferences.
● The deliverables for Period 3 are largely loaded towards the end of the period.
At the 30 month stage, the partners are confident that they can achieve these
targets.
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Impact of possible deviations from the planned milestones and deliverables, if
any
● There is no anticipated deviation from the planned milestones and
deliverables.
Development of the project website
● Updates are ongoing, in particular after each GA or Period end.
Communication
● Communication within the Consortium, and to those in the immediate software
and hardware communities, has been a strength of this project from the
beginning. The partners are in regular contact through mailing lists and
teleconferences, and also meet in small groups on an adhoc basis to work
together on particular work packages.

Deliverables and milestones tables
Deliverables achieved M25 - M30
Del.
No.

Deliverable Title

Version

WP

Lead

Nature

Diss.
Level

Delivery
Date
from
Annex 1
(Month)

Actual/
Forecast
Delivery Date
(dd/mm/yyyy)

D1.6

Period 2 Project
Report

1

1

1

R

PU

24

30/12/2014

D7.5

Period 2
Dissemination and
Use Report

1

7

1

R

PU

24

27/03/2015

D4.2

Simulator release for
the proposed vector
extensions, and
report document
with performance
evaluation

1

4

2

R

PU

27

02/02/2015

D5.5

Open source
framework for
interactive data
exploration in server
based architecture

1

5

5

R

PU

30

30/04/2015

D5.6

Open source
framework for
Dataflow visual
analytic tools for
large databases

1

5

5

R

PU

30

30/04/2015

Comments

Although
prepared,
not sent at
time of other
deliverables
in error

Table 3: Deliverables achieved M25  M30
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Milestones achieved M25 - M30
number

milestone name

WP

Lead

Delivery
date
from
Annex 1

Achieved
yes/ no

Actual/
Forecast
achievement
date
dd/mm/yyyy

Comments

MS7

Cycleaccurate simulator
for vector extensions

4

2

24

yes

02/02/2015

achieved as part of
D4.2

MS15

Interactive data exploration
in server based
architecture

5

5

30

yes

30/04/2015

Thorough functional
testing that will verify
the visual
performance, time
delays and
responsiveness

MS16

Dataflow visual analytic
tools for large databases

5

5

30

yes

30/04/2015

Functional test suite
that will verify the
performance and
compare it with the
existing architecture

Table 4: Milestones achieved M25  M30

Explanation of the use of resources
Effort and Activity
Overall the Consortium is still within budget, and on track to deliver the project on
time and within budget.
2ndQ
Although 2ndQ is still underbudget overall, 60%, largely as a result of team changes
and new team members being brought up to speed. 2ndQ expects greater stability
within the project team over the final months of the project.
BSC
BSC has used 80% of its RP3 budget to date, and 94.6% of its overall budget.
Although the Consortium is monitoring effort and activity closely, this is not of great
concern presently as the bulk of the work of the period is evaluation and will not
require the same level of staffing.
PV
PV has used 80% of its RP3 budget to date, and 96% of its overall budget. The
activities of Portavita were concentrated in RP1 and RP2. In RP3 they will finalise
and consolidate their results. The overrun is mainly due to the first two periods.
UNIMAN
UNIMAN has used 70% of its RP3 budget to date, and 90% of its overall budget. The
organisation is on track with regards to effort and activity with evaluation the main
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element of their budget still to utilise.
UL
UL is under budget to date, but the organisation has reassigned 4 persons to work on
AXLE from 1st May 2015, which will see a significant increase in effort and activity in
the last six months of the project.

IAB Feedback
Only two member of the IAB were able to attend the October 2014 IAB/ GA in
Slovenia. The input from Matt Horsnell and Sasa Tomic was detailed and provided
scope for greater discussion amongst the partners:
● Integrating the accelerators with PostgreSQL
● Acceleration for visualizations
● Plans for working on the larger datasets

Review Meeting 2nd December 2014
The Consortium attended the Period 2 Review Meeting in Luxembourg at the start of
December 2014. During the review, some partners were asked to provide written
clarification and plans for work proposed in RP3; this was done and the Review
Report was received in early February 2015.
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Appendix 1: Publishable Summary
Rationale
The AXLE project seeks to improve Business Intelligence capabilities for Europe.
AXLE’s approach focuses on very large and growing databases, while addressing the
full and complete requirements of real world data. Real data sources have many
difficult characteristics. Datasets often grow extremely large as business initiatives
succeed, so managing large data volumes once you know you have them is
important.
AXLE’s main concerns are
● Database Performance, Scalability & Manageability
● Security, Privacy & Auditability
● Visual Analytics & Data Mining
● Advanced Architectures for Hardware & Software
Our direction takes in novel approaches in both hardware and software that may offer
a way around using brute force strategies to providing value from what has latterly
become known as “Big Data”.
Software features will be released as commerciallyusable open source code, and
submitted for wider use as core features or pluggable extensions of the PostgreSQL
database (and its derivatives) and/ or Orange data mining and visualisation tool.
Validation will be carried out by industrial consortium partners with access to large
volumes of private medical data, as well as standard industry benchmarks and further
wideranging data from other interested parties. In addition, a strong Industry
Advisory Board has been assembled to ensure our work has deep relevance.

Technical Expertise
The AXLE consortium includes top research and system integration organisations
with nonoverlapping skills in the areas of computer architecture, databases,
reconfigurable systems, runtime environments, programming models and benchmark
design.
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The academic partners are hardware and compilation/ runtime experts. In addition,
they are experts in accelerators and multi and manycores as well as reconfigurable
computing. They provide the industry partners (who are experts in databases) with
the necessary knowledge and tools to develop database engines for future
architectures, as well as for the cutting edge manycore processors of today.

Intended Target Groups and Domain
AXLE targets databases which contain 
Important
data, and thus will be 
Complex
,
which when successfully used will become 
Extremely Large
, which will in turn
require strong 
Privacy & Security
controls.

The improvements will focus on functionality and performance for use in business
intelligence applications on very large datastores, especially with the proviso that
transforming and reformatting data into a data warehouse is not a viable option at
very large data volumes.

Expected Results
The AXLE project aims to greatly improve the speed and quality of decision making
on realworld datasets and to make those improvements generally available through
high quality open source implementations via the PostgreSQL and Orange products.
AXLE will deliver:
● Advanced analytical hardware/ software techniques that show significant
measurable improvements in database processing speed over existing
techniques when applied to extremely large and realistic data volumes.
● Advanced techniques for addressing the scalability challenge of extremely
large datasets, specifically the ability for many common queries to return in the
same time no matter how large the data by using flexible proofbased and
sampling approaches to query handling.
● Visual analytics capable of exploring extremely large data volumes without
significant loss of speed or functionality as data volumes grow.
● Performance evaluation and integration with new computing paradigms such
as heterogeneous computing with accelerators (GPUs and FPGAs), as well as
advanced hardware architectures, such as novel vector operations and
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proposals that exploit emerging memory technologies’ advantages.
● A capability to measure and evaluate performance against extremely large
volumes of realistic healthcare data.
● A mechanism for more easily publishing and comparing benchmark results.
● More scalable data management with integrated security controls.
● High security database software capable of securing and auditing data in its
application context, as well as pass external assessment as being suitable for
Common Criteria for IT Security Evaluation.
http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/

Results in RP2
● Benchmark environments fully setup
○ Benchmark data generator now complete: including scalability;
appropriate anonymisation to ensure privacy of real data and taking into
account patient outout consents; validation of data
○ Benchmark workload almost complete: 17 benchmark queries for data
warehousestyle statistics
○ Benchmark of the analytics “journey of discovery”  an endtoend user
centric viewpoint of how data scientists approach gaining information
from data. Predictive analytics are used on realistic data, using full
security and privacy, aiming to identify patients prone to complications
in diabetes. This brings together work from all partners into a holistic
test that can showcase the improvements in visualization and
performance made by the AXLE project.
● Orange is now working very well with extremely large PostgreSQL databases
○ Significant performance improvements achieved for binning functions
and for visualisations using sampled data
● Production ready implementations have been committed to PostgreSQL 9.5
○ BRIN (was MinMax) Indexes  a new index type towards automatic
partitioning for very large and growing database tables
○ Row Level Security
● Production ready implementations have been submitted to PostgreSQL 9.5
○ Scalability improvements for core PostgreSQL locks and memory
○ Event Triggers for auditing of data definition statements
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○ pgAudit module to provide auditing to comply with privacy regulations
● OpenCL executor modules for accelerating query execution on heterogeneous
systems; MuraDB.
● Prototype implementation of a deviceindependent streaming sortmerge join.
● Novel machine learning approaches are beginning to show promise in
improving how query plans are selected for heterogeneous architectures, with
specific improvements expected in RP3.
● Hardware implementations on FPGA have been completed to run full TPCH
queries (will be presented as a poster in FPGA 2015 conference, also
preparing a full paper to send to FCCM 2015). Also published a paper that
compares the different hardware design language approaches, in the FPL
2014 conference.
● Simulation infrastructure for advanced architectures fully deployed and
validated against memory intensive workloads such as TPCH. Ready to
investigate 3D stacking and nonvolatile memory hardware proposals.

At a glance
Project title: 
AXLE  Advanced Analytics for EXtremely Large European Databases
Project coordinator: 
Simon Riggs, 2ndQuadrant Limited (UK)

Partners: 
2ndQuadrant Limited (UK), Barcelona Supercomputing Center (ES),
Portavita B.V. (NL), The Univ. of Manchester (UK), The Univ. of Ljubljana (SI)
Duration: 
1st November 2012  30 October 2015
EU contribution: 
EUR 2.9M

Further information:
http://axleproject.eu
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